Give your party a lift!
Use Air Liquide’s balloon helium
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Contact your Air Liquide representative for more information.

www.airliquide.ca

Air Liquide has balloon-grade helium for all occasions:
birthdays, valentine's day, parties, festivals, graduations
or any other event.
Don't wait, call your nearest Air Liquide location today!

Size matters!
Do you have the optimal cylinder size for your
application? Your Air Liquide representative can help
you make the right choice and save on cylinder rental!

Your Partner in Safety
We have added a new feature on our larger cylinders (size 50): an innovative

How to Choose the Proper Cylinder

ergonomic and protective cap! Now all our balloon helium cylinders have safer

Available in different cylinder sizes, Air Liquide’s helium for balloons is easy

caps, making it easier for you to manoeuver your cylinders safely while protecting

and convenient to use.

the valve at all times.
Number of balloons filled per cylinder*
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Do not inhale or allow anyone else to inhale helium from the filling
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equipment, balloons or cylinder, even for a very short period of time.
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Check for availability at your nearest location
* Approximate numbers
** Metallic foil balloons

Before filling your balloons, carefully read the label which is located on the cylinder.
Always keep in mind the following safety instructions:
• Breathing helium can cause anoxia/death. Helium does not support life.

• Ensure that the safety label is visible at all times.
• Do not allow children to touch or play with the cylinder, valve or balloon
filling equipment. Do not leave the cylinder unattended in public.

Aluminum Cylinder 11 AL

• Always attach cylinders securely to prevent them from falling.

Is portability an issue?
Try our light-weight size 11 aluminum cylinder.
It's lighter and easier to lift than standard cylinders. It's also equipped with
WES-RPB6HG

a "tulip-shaped" valve protector to guarantee easy access to the valve
and provide a convenient carrying handle. Ideal for outdoor events
or where safety and manoeuverability are important.

Accessories

WES-R125

Use one of Air Liquide’s balloon fillers on any size cylinder.
To properly secure your cylinders, we suggest you
use a wall-mounted securing device or a cylinder cart.
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